HOW-TO & QUICK SUPPORT VIDEOS

HOW TO USE THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP
THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP SETUP (video)
MASK MODE WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
INTELLIVOICE WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
TAP CONTROL WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
REMINDERS WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
SELF CHECK WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
FIND MY HEARING AIDS WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
TRANSLATE FROM 27 LANGUAGES WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
TRANSCRIBE WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
THRIVE ASSISTANT WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
FALL ALERT WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
SOUNDSPACE WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
BODY AND BRAIN HEALTH TRACKING WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
AUTO ON/OFF WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
ADJUSTING VOLUME MUTE AND UNMUTE WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
CREATE A CUSTOM MEMORY WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
HOW TO ADJUST HEARING AID AUDIO WHILE STREAMING WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)
HOW TO ROUTE AUDIO OUTPUT WITH THE THRIVE HEARING CONTROL APP (video)